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Guitar driven eclectic singsongwriter heavy mellow 12 MP3 Songs POP: Quirky, ROCK: Acoustic Details:

CATCH A DREAM Contact: Doug Marsh (512) 801-1536 dougmarsh@hotmail Catch a Dream is an

exciting and eclectic six-piece ensemble that performs original guitar- and vocal-driven music with classic

folk and rock influences. Band leader and principal songwriter Doug Marsh, a Vancouver native and

longtime Austin resident, says the band's music focuses on a positive approach to life - and this optimism

is instantly apparent in the group's joyous melodies and introspective lyrics. The acoustic/electric band

deftly blends various guitars and violin with flutes, bass and percussion. Besides the strong songwriting

and musicianship, Catch a Dream's distinguishing characteristics include the compelling and intense

three-part vocal harmonies of Marsh and fellow vocalist Jodi Withers and Lynette Perkins. Two of the

band members contribute to songwriting duties. Marsh says it's exciting that such talented performers

with their own solid and diverse backgrounds could come together as friends and as a singular, powerful

musical force. For a taste of Catch a Dream, give the new self-titled CD a spin. Catch a Dream was

recorded, produced and mixed at Barnstormers Studio by Bruce Newman and Dave Horton and was

mastered at Yes Mastering. Catch a Dream is: Doug Marsh (guitar and vocals), Helen Marsh (flute), Jodi

Withers (vocals), Lynette Perkins (vocals, guitar and percussion), Richard Parke (guitar, violin and flute)

and Jeff Wilson (bass). Catch a Dream is available for bookings at gigs, private parties, festivals and

benefits. The band has its own complete sound system. Here is what some people are saying about

Catch a Dream : Doug Marsh has a rocker's heart, a poet's soul and an enviable talent for creating great

music. Catch a Dream is a terrific band - catch 'em when you can!" -	Jimmy Lee Hannaford, performing

songwriter "I really like what they have done with the songs they are covering: first the song choice is

excellent and then they've got the Moondance thing going with the flute and a great version of Unchain
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My Heart." -	Bruce Newman, songwriter and performer, Producer and Engineer for Barnstormer Records
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